LZR FIT Pressure Vessel Heads, a
division of Samuel, offers pressure
vessel fabricators a leading edge in
the supply of pressure vessels.

LZR FIT PRESSURE
VESSEL HEADS
Over 30 Years of Excellence Under Pressure

YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS

ABOUT LZR FIT
LZR FIT has dedicated itself to one area of expertise: forming best in class pressure
vessel heads from carbon steel, stainless steel, and high alloy metals. Our state-ofthe-art equipment and experienced operators allow LZR FIT to efficiently produce
bumped and flanged heads and hydro-formed heads consistently and with the
dimensional accuracy that our competitors can rarely achieve.
At LZR FIT, we utilize a lean manufacturing equipment layout for optimized flow and
maximum manufacturing efficiency, and we employ a team of highly skilled,
experienced equipment operators. We continually seek to re-invest in the latest
technology for our vessel head customers. These investments result in higher
quality products, efficient manufacturing lead times, and competitive prices.
The LZR FIT team is committed to offering our clients quality products at a fair
price. We also place customer service as a top priority and look forward to the
opportunity to earn your business.

HIGHEST QUALITY STANDARDS
As an ISO 9001 certified manufacturer, we are committed to manufacturing only to
the highest quality pressure vessel and tank heads. The majority of LZR FIT pressure
vessel heads are built in accordance to the latest edition of ASME Pressure Vessel
Code, Section VIII Division I. We can also comply with requirements for a variety of
foreign Pressure Vessel Codes and other unique specifications. We offer specialized
testing, on-site inspection coordination and partial data reports for welded heads to
ensure quality products every time.

EXTENSIVE FABRICATION CAPABILITIES
The most typical LZR FIT head types include ASME F&D, Standard F&D, 2:1
Elliptical, 80/10, High Crown, Shallow F&D, Dished only, Flanged Only, Toriconical
/ Cones, Hemispherical and Reverse F&D. We are also able to supply Custom
Dimension pressure vessel heads built to customer specifications. Some of the
on-site equipment and services we offer include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

16' x 35' hi-definition 3-axis plasma table cuts 1"+
Sub-Arc, TIG and Plasma seam welders
150, 300 and 600 ton Bumper Presses
1000 ton Hydro Press (water formed heads)
Three flanging machines with up to 1" thick capabilities
Computer radiography chamber and equipment
Weld seam and head polishing equipment
Special finishing options including pickling and mechanical or electro-polishing
Heat transfer options including dimple jacket and half-pipe
Partial data reports for welded heads

STOCK AND CUSTOM HEADS

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

We’ve analyzed the purchase patterns of our customers and identified a select range of
2:1 elliptical carbon steel heads sold in sufficient quantity and frequency that would allow
us to keep an inventory for immediate availability. LZR FIT typically offers next day shipment
on our stocked pressure vessel heads and our customers enjoy the speed in which they
can get these critical-path components. In instances where lead time is especially critical
for the completed pressure vessel, many of our customers design vessels around LZR FIT
stock heads to significantly reduce their lead times.
Visit www.lzrfit.com to view a current list of LZR FIT Stock Heads.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

300 Series Stainless Steel
Carbon Steel
Monel, AL-6XN,LDX 2101
Aluminum,Carpenter 20
Alloy 2205, 2507
Hastelloy C-276, C-22
Inconel Alloy 600, 625
and others

If you have a high use head that is not currently included in our stocking program – let us
know! We are willing to consider a stocking program for your company.
Don't hesitate to contact us for unique applications.

AT A GLANCE

LZR QUICK QUOTES
Our commitment to customer service and innovation led the pressure vessel head experts
at LZR FIT to develop LZR QUICK 2.0 on-line pricing tool. With this revolutionary program,
we empower estimators and purchasing agents to easily create proposals and obtain
pricing for pressure vessel heads much faster than the competition.
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LZR QUICK 2.0

2 Days

6 Hours

8 hours

3 Minutes

With the integration of detailed algorithms and customized software intelligence
LZR QUICK 2.0 offers a number of features and options to simplify the quoting
process including: a simple platform with a user-friendly, customized dashboard that
displays all quote activity and quote summaries; displays only the parameters matching
LZR FIT manufacturing capabilities; allows you to choose between one or two piece
constructed heads (when applicable) to determine which option generates the best price;
and enter additional vessel parameters such as shell thickness, minimum and other
general requirements.
Visit www.lzrfittools.com to give LZR QUICK 2.0 a try today.

www.lzrfit.com • quotes@lzrfit.com

• State-of-the-art equipment capable
of achieving the industry’s tightest
tolerances
• Stock carbon steel vessel heads for
immediate shipment
• Custom vessel heads built to
specification
• Real-time on-line pricing tool
• ASME Section VIII, Div. I code
• ISO 9001 certified

TESTIMONIALS
“We tried getting heads from three suppliers for our project. LZR FIT is the only
one who proved capable of consistently holding the tight diameter and dish
radius tolerance we required. You’ve been able to meet our high volume ongoing demand so we haven’t needed a back up supplier”
- Purchasing Manager for a Massachusetts based Fabricator

“I appreciate the quick quote turn around I get from LZR FIT. Your pricing has
been very competitive and I appreciate that I get your products on schedule”
- Senior Buyer for a Wisconsin based Fabricator

“I just used your online tool for a sample quote to see how it worked. This tool
is great! I had no trouble navigating through the process and I was able to edit
it, add shipping, etc. We look forward to utilizing this tool on all of our standard
head RFQ’s!”
- Project Manager for a Oregon based Fabricator

“Using LZR QUICK QUOTES, I can get my head pricing in less than 3 minutes
and get my project quoted to my customer faster. Thank you for developing this
on-line quoting tool!”
- Estimator for a Northeast Pressure Vessel Fabricator

LOCATION
1119A Bridge Street
Tomahawk, Wisconsin 54487
t: (800) 929-2495
f: (715) 453-6531
www.lzrfit.com • quotes@lzrfit.com
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ABOUT SAMUEL Founded in 1855,
Samuel, Son & Co. is a family-owned
and operated, integrated network of
metal manufacturing, processing and
distribution divisions.
With over 4800 employees and 100+
facilities, Samuel provides seamless
access to metals, industrial products
and related value-added services.
Supporting over 40,000 customers,
we leverage our industry expertise,
breadth of experience and the passion
of our people to help drive success
for North American business – one
customer at a time.

